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For Wire to board connection 

■Features 
  ●Countermeasure to Ribbon wire 
  Since metal strain relief leads increasing the freedom 
  degrees of usable wire and availability of terminating 
  ribbon wire, handling in the state of harness is  
  facilitated. 
  ●Correspondence to ZR and CZ connectors Header 
 This connector can be mated with the header  
   common with both ZR and CZ connector. 
  ●Twin U-slot insulation displacement section 
 Twin U-slot at insulation displacement section  
   ensures high reliability connection. 

JST 

This is a compact type insulation 
displacement connector increasing the 
freedom degrees of wire possible to be 
used, and can also terminate ribbon wire 
by adopting metal strain relief structure. 
 
By using ribbon wire, handling in the state 
of harness is facilitated and bundling 
process of wire can be also omitted, and 
then it leads productivity improvements. 

1.5 mm pitch 

IDC 

■Specifications 
   ●Current rating：  1.5 A  AC, DC   
   ●Voltage rating：  100 V  AC, DC 
 ●Temperature range： -25℃ to +85℃ 
        (including temperature rise in applying electrical current) 
 
   ●Insulation resistance ： 500 MΩ min. 
 ●Withstanding voltage： 500 V AC/minute 
  
   ●Applicable wire： AWG #26 Ribbon wire (Φ0.95 mm) 
 ●No. of circuits ： 4-circuit  
                                      *For circuits, please contact JST. 
   
   ●Direction of entry： Top entry , Side entry  
   ●Part number：  Socket   04ZRE-6S 
               Harness  4ZRE6SZRE-※ 
  Numbers (100～600) showing wire length is indicated in ※. 
    ●Applicable header： ZR, CZ and CZF connectors   
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1. Metal strain relief is adopted. 

Wire retention force secured by metal strain relief. 
➡  Freedom degrees of usable wire is increased. 
➡  The influence on the insulation displacement  
      section is reduced. 

2. Use of adherence ribbon wire 

Omission of bundling process of wire of harness  
➡  Omission of bundling process of wire 
➡  Handling is facilitated by using ribbon wire. 

Adherence ribbon wire 
100 mm ～ 600 mm (negotiable) 
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